DATELINE: YUCATAN

Subscriber Report
Juvenile Tarpon
of the Yucatan

detailed account of his experience
fishing on the Yucatan Peninsula of
Mexico for juvenile tarpon. Readers
who enjoy specifically targeting
smaller tarpon, like Robert and
myself, will find his report extremely
helpful and informative.
or the last three years, baby
tarpon has become my favorite
species to pursue on a fly. In
2017 I fished in Cuba, and in 2018 I
fished Campeche and Isa Arena (the
later location is promoted as the Isla
del Sabalo Lodge.) So it was a natural
next step to explore San Felipe, on the
Yucatan Peninsula of Mexico. This
area is adjacent to the Ria Lagartos
Biosphere Reserve. As a reserve, and
three hours from Cancun, the area is
promoted as having much less fishing
pressure than, for example, Holbox.

F

Editor Note: Subscriber Robert
Dahlberg has provided us with this
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I’ll come back to fishing pressure
later.
Tarpon Cay Lodge (TCL) is
physically located inside the Hotel
San Felipe de Jesus, in the small
fishing village of San Felipe on
t h e Yu c a t a n P e n i n s u l a . T h e
fishing program here is operated
by Marco Ruiz of Yucatan Fly
Fishing Adventures https://www.
yucatanflyfishing.com/, and
distributed in the United States
via Fly Water Travel (https://www.
flywatertravel.com/) of Ashland,
Oregon.
The trip started on a good foot
at the Cancun pick-up point, the
Marriott Courtyard, Cancun. There
my partner and I met two others in our
group, both competitive tournament
fly casters, and one a part-time flyfishing guide. Both had been to TCL
the year before, and one was on his
ninth return trip. Nine return trips is a
powerful endorsement!
The style of fishing here is as
advertised. You fish with 8-weight
rods with floating lines over weeded
f l a t s , o r a l o n g m a n g r ove - l i n e d
shorelines, bays, and creeks. You fish
water one to three feet deep depending
on the tide. The water here is clear,
and though turtle grass is rare, there
is weed growth. Closer to town the
weeds are encased with algae. There
were just a few places I wish that I
had a weedless pattern.
The lodge uses pangas that have a
level casting deck. The morning boat
rides were around 15 minutes, though
we would sometimes go as far as 25
minutes from the lodge during the
afternoons. Most options are relatively
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close.
The daily routine starts as freshbrewed coffee is delivered to your
room with a 5 a.m. wake-up knock.
Breakfast is served at 5:30 a.m. Boats
depart for the morning fishing at 6.
We would return to the lodge at 11
a.m. for lunch and a siesta, and then
head back out from 4 to 7 p.m. for
afternoon fishing.
There are plenty of baby tarpon
here; the challenge is to lure the
tarpon to bite. For example, on the
second day at daybreak we went
out to a flat, and there were literally
thousands of tarpon feeding around
our boat! Unfortunately, the tarpon
that morning were selective, and we
only caught three tarpon. By 10 a.m.
the sun was up, and the tarpon moved
back into the mangroves.
We didn’t fish much in the
biosphere area that is east of San
Felipe. Most mornings we headed
to the biosphere border and fished
flats. After 9:30 a.m., when the
tarpon wanted to get out of the
sun, we would follow them into the
mangroves.
We w e r e w a r n e d t h a t t h e
afternoons can get very windy
(20 knots), and, in true fashion,
most afternoons were very windy.
Fortunately, the mangroves make
for an excellent windbreak, and the
guides are proficient in getting you to
shelter in them. Our guide Martin did
a good job positioning the boat so we
could cast into favorable conditions.
One frustration I have with
baby tarpon fishing is that outfitters
often suggest a long list of fly
recommendations, But in most cases
I find I use only one or two patterns.
In 2018, the two experienced tarpon
anglers in our group had success
with the Zima and used it almost
exclusively. This year they used
Tarpon Toads in chartreuse, and their
guide’s (Chris) choice, #4 Tequila
Sunrise.
This year we had success with:
Tarpon Toad Brown
Puglisi Peanut Butter—
chartreuse/white, purple/black
August 2019

Puglisi Tarpon Streamer—red/
black
TCL Special
Deep Cover Shrimp
Foxxy Griz Minnow, sunrise
Our guide preferred lightly
dressed, red/white, chartreuse and
purple/black patterns. The gurglers I
purchased stayed in the box.
So, coming back to the notion
of fishing pressure in this area. For
me, the attraction to this location is
that it sits adjacent to a protected
biosphere and that Yucatan Fly
Fishing Adventures limits its clients
to six to eight rods a week. However,
we observed that Yucatan Fly Fishing
Adventures does not have exclusive
fishing rights here. During the week
we saw a comparable number of fly
fishers, presumably with guides based
in San Felipe or Rio Lagartos.
My partner and I are fly casters
that can reach 50–60 feet. On the four
of six days that the fish were on the
bite, we boated five fish a day. At the
end of the trip, one of the experienced
fishers told me that he and his partner
were disappointed in their results.
Last year they had boated 25 fish
a day, and this year they boated 15
tarpon per day. Both are competitive
tournament casters that can hit 100
feet as required. So casting skill does
make a difference here, in our case a
3X difference in boating tarpon. He
also told me that his guide, Chris, told
them that 2019 has been a difficult
year. These two fishers think that the
commercial fishing boat traffic (out
of San Felipe and Rio Lagartos) is
having an effect in spooking the fish.
I found a Duke University research
report that poaching in the biosphere
is on the rise.
Overall, we were happy with our
guide, Martin. He definitely got us to
fish. On the two days where tarpon
were not visible or biting, he worked
hard to find fish. Martin had proficient
fishing English (“cast again,” “cast
11 o’clock, 50 feet,” etc.) However,
he could not hold a conversation in
English or explain to us why our 40
hp Yamaha outboard motor ran poorly
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(water in the gasoline was the culprit.)
The nine-time fisher favors Chris as
his guide, and makes fishing with
Chris a condition of his booking.
The lodge/hotel is clean and
simple, and everyone who works
there is friendly and helpful. The
AC works great. Be aware that the
mattresses are made of foam, and the
supporting plywood board hangs over
the underlying supports so be careful
rolling out of bed or you may find
yourself on the floor!
There are six suites that fly fishers
are usually placed in. These suites
look out over the water, and you can
see the sunrise and sunset (in June)
from these rooms. The second-floor
rooms (6, 7, and 8) feature a deck that
is above the rooms. Access is via a
steep staircase. There is also access
to a rooftop bar area (no longer used),
that enables you a 360-degree view
overlooking the water and town.
The food is as good as can be
expected for a location like this.
Breakfast (ordered the evening before)
usually comes in the following:
Eggs and sausage, refried beans,
fried plantain
Plain (“natural”) scrambled eggs,
refried beans, fried plantain
Huevos rancheros
French toast
Fresh fruit—cantaloupe, papaya,
mango, pineapple, apple, bananas
Fresh orange juice
Brewed coffee

Breaded barracuda (the cook
advised us this was caught locally
and is not toxic), rice, carrot salad,
potatoes, chips.
Sautéed grouper in garlic and
red pepper flakes, jicama with chili
powder, guacamole and chips
Lobster (broiled tails), spaghetti/
linguine, tomato sauce, peas, garlic
toast, corn chips, fresh salsa
Shrimp and breaded fish soft tacos
Pork fajitas
Chicken tostadas and chicken
tamale
Sautéed sea trout, rice, iceberg
lettuce salad
Beer and margaritas are available
at an extra charge, all the water you
could drink was included.
Laundry is available, although we
didn’t make use of it.
Here is an interesting opportunity
that I discovered for budget fly
fishers. There was a second group
of fly fishers (one on his third trip
here) staying at the hotel that had
arranged fishing guides directly with
the hotel. He told me that he saved
50 percent of the cost over booking
with a US agent. He cautioned me
that making such arrangements

requires communicating in Spanish,
somewhat a challenge for him over
the phone. The hotel email address
is hotelsfjesus@hotmail.com.
These budget fishers had a minor
inconvenience of having to walk
eight minutes to and from the public
pier. We, as Yucatan Fly Fishing
Adventures clients, simply stepped
outside the hotel restaurant to climb
into our boat.
The Bad: One disappointment
on the service side, is that the new
lodge manager, Feli, or Yucatan Fly
Fishing Adventures owner Marco Ruiz
himself, did not meet with us upon
arrival to share with us the fishing
program details. We were told that
daily briefings the night before were
done by the previous lodge host.
Fortunately, the nine-time experienced
angler gave us the rundown on how
the lodge operates.
Cost: I booked my trip
v i a K i e n e ’s F l y S h o p ( h t t p s : / /
kienesflyshop.com/), which had
secured a block of rooms over the
new moon period in early June.
Seven nights/six days fishing package:
$3,965 per angler (double occupancy).
While the service prefers a Saturdayt o - S a t u r d a y r o u t i n e , t h ey w i l l
accommodate shorter stays. Two other
fishers joined us for Monday fishing.

Lunch options varied, but mostly
consisted of:
Fried grouper, cabbage onion
slaw, and tortillas
Red snapper fajitas with
guacamole
Fish empanadas
Octopus ceviche
Shrimp cocktail, corn chips, and
saltines
Shrimp and sea snails in a
tomato-based soup
Shrimp and white fish ceviche;
Conch cakes
Dinner:
August 2019
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Subscriber Report
Fishing the Green Drake
Hatch on the Ranch

Editor Note: Frequent contributor Mike
Bodenchuk just got back from Idaho
fishing the green drake hatch on the
Henry’s Fork of the Snake River, and
here he files another of his engaging
reports:
fter eight days of fishing the
Henry’s Fork of the Snake
River in Idaho, I have to say it
provided me the best dry fly fishing I’ve
had in my 46-year fly-fishing career.
The fish were not the biggest, nor was
the fishing consistently “on,” but I’ve
never been to a more consistent bug
factory, nor have I ever seen fish so
eager to take dry flies when the hatch
was happening. Once we figured out
the hatch, we each consistently caught
15–20 wild trout (rainbows and browns)
each afternoon hatch and managed to
dredge up several more every morning
on nymphs.
The Henry’s Fork proper starts at
Henry’s Lake near the Idaho-Montana
border south of West Yellowstone and
runs some 40-plus miles to below
St. Anthony, past Rexburg, where it
joins the Teton River and the South
Fork of the Snake. Most of the fishing
centers around Island Park, a town
built around fly fishing. Last Chance,
Idaho, technically falls within Island
Park, with several fly-fishing shops and
lodges located in Last Chance. There is
one large dam above Last Chance (at
Island Park Reservoir), and another,

A
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which forms the Ashton Reservoir.
Both of which provide tailrace fisheries
and controlled flows. This is very
important given the high snowpack in
the Rockies this spring and the blownout fishing elsewhere. Several smaller
irrigation dams are also present on
the lower river near Ashton and St.
Anthony, some of which are navigable
by drift boats during high flows.
Our fishing trip was scheduled to
coincide with the opening of fishing
on Harriman Ranch State Park (locally
known as “the Ranch,” which opens
for fishing June 15) and the green
drake hatch. My fishing companion
and I trailered his RV to the Riverside
Campground south of Last Chance.
He made reservations six months in
advance on www.recreation.gov. Our
campsite near the river did not have
water or electricity, but with a generator
and ample available water we were very
comfortable. Given the long days and
short nights surrounding the summer
solstice, we used the RV very little—
only for sleeping and our evening meal.
For those not interested in
camping, other local lodging options
include: Trouthunter in Last Chance
(with an attached restaurant); Henry’s
Fork Lodge just south of The Ranch;
and Mack’s Inn, north of Last Chance.
A new hotel is under construction at
Mack’s and should be open next year.
In the Ashton area, Angler’s Inn and
the Rankin Motel are both available to
those fishing the lower river.
For our first full day, we had lined
up a float trip through The Henry’s Fork
Angler Fly Shop. Guide Curt Barker
met us at the shop, looked over the flies
we had brought, and selected several
other patterns he thought would work
as well. The fly shops collectively have
divided the river into several sections
and only three boats from any shop
can be on a particular section each
day. Curt selected two stretches of the
lower river for us to fish that day. We
fished one of them before lunch and the
other in the afternoon. It’s worth noting
that guided fishing here is handled in a
rather laid-back manner. Guides meet
their clients about 8 a.m. and get on the
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water around 10. While we were there,
we were amazed at the lack of fishing
pressure in the mornings. Apparently,
that is due to the overwhelming interest
in throwing to rising fish this time of
year. There seemed to be almost no
interest in throwing nymphs.
Curt’s approach was to rig us up
with stone dries with a zebra nymph
dropper in the morning. We did well;
each catching half a dozen trout,
including the only cutthroats we caught
all week. We stayed in one pool above
an irrigation dam all morning and
returned to our vehicle.
In the afternoon, Curt set us up
on another section of the river and
arranged a shuttle company to move his
truck downstream. We were still fishing
the dry-dropper rigs until fish started
rising, at which point we changed
to green drake imitations. The local
favorite (and the one I stayed with
all week) was a Last Chance Cripple.
If you could cover a rising fish with
a decent drift, you would invariably
get a rise from the fish. We caught
several fish on the dries, hooking and
losing even more than we landed. All
considered, we had an exceptional day.
A day of float fishing at peak season
runs $595 plus tip and was worth
every penny. Curt joined us for a beer
afterward and shared several wading
access points for us to try during the
remaining time there.
For the record, there are several
other fly shops in the area that offer
float trips, including Three Rivers
Ranch and the TroutHunter. They all
fish the same river, and I understand all
of them offer excellent service. I can
only personally recommend Henry’s
Fork Angler as an outfitter and Curt
as a guide. We had an excellent day of
fishing and he provided us with more
than enough options for the rest of the
week.
We wanted to spend some time
on the Ranch and took the opportunity
the next day to fish there exclusively.
The river has a slow gradient on the
Ranch, and the water, even at this time
of year, was crystal clear. Internet
research will tell you that the fish on
Volume 32, Number 8
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the Ranch are extremely difficult to fool
and that a downstream presentation is
the only way to fish. We tried that with
some success, but cooler-than-normal
temperatures meant few bugs were
emerging. That meant, of course, that
fewer fish were rising. We did manage
to catch several trout with golden stone
dries and zebra nymphs in black and
green. There are several named sections
on the Ranch, and we had our best
luck in the Millionaire Pool, and in the
stretch of river below Stock Bridge.
Both of these are walk-in sections, and
the hike is about 1.5 miles each way.
We spent our mornings the rest of
the week more or less exploring, and
we fished twice below the Island Park
Dam and other sections of the upper
river (Wood Road 16, Osborn Bridge).
All these waters were good for some
fish. Each afternoon, we returned
to the lower river and fished several
sections there, including one near the
Ashton Dam, one near Ora Bridge
(access currently impacted by new
construction, but available), and several
between Ashton and St. Anthony. We

used the excellent Henry’s Fork Map
we bought at the fly shop to identify
access points. Several we found were
easily accessible and yet not being
heavily fished.
Each afternoon, despite a wide
variety of conditions, the green drake
hatch came off. We fished the hatch
through NOAA wind advisories (>30
MPH winds), bright sunshine, and
even in afternoon rains. At one point,
backcasts into the gale were not
possible, so I improvised by lifting my
rod and letting my line blow upstream
before lowering it to the water. I found
I could get a decent drift that way
and some occasional rises! The time
of day that the hatch came off varied
considerably, from just after noon on
one day to 6 p.m. another day.
During the hatches, I fished the
Last Chance Cripple exclusively. Other
times, I experimented with BWOs,
golden stones, and zebra nymphs. All
worked to some extent, but during
the green drake hatch the fishing was
incredible.
Our trip was timed to coincide

with the green drake hatch, and I think
we hit it just right. Later in the month,
I was told, the hatch tends to move
upstream and other sections fish as
well as the lower river did for us. One
thing that amazed me on this trip was
the abundance of caddis flies and the
fact that the trout paid little attention
to them. This river is an incredible bug
factory all year, and the trout seem to
know what’s coming and when. After
fishing it during June, I want to fish it
in August or early September when the
hoppers are said to be working.
The Henry’s Fork is located in the
best possible area for fly fishing, with
Yellowstone Park (and the Madison,
Fire Hole, and Lamar Rivers) to the
north and the Tetons to the east. On
the east side of the Tetons is Jackson
Hole and the Snake River. Other rivers
in the area include the Warm River
and the Teton. With the scenery and
the National Parks, there is plenty for
the non-fishing family members to
do. Cabin and drift boat rentals are
available in nearly every town along the
river. Enjoy!—Mike Bodenchuk.

The Best of New Zealand
Fly Fishing
For over 25 years, we have specialized exclusively in New
Zealand fishing and travel. Fly fishing is our central focus,
but we are experts in many other activities available in New
Zealand.
We create exclusive fishing programs, as well as sightseeing
and other nature-based activities. Call for a brochure or visit
New Zealand’s most exciting fishing site.
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Contact Information
MikeMcClelland
Tel.: 800-528-6129
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info@BestofNZ.net
www.BestofNZflyfishing.com
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Briefly Noted
Things to Do . . . Places to Go . . . New Developments
 Editor Note: Reader Juan D. Ordonez,
MD, sent us this brief report about
a trip he booked after reading about
Beaver Island carp fishing in a previous
installment of “On the Radar.” You can
view this interview at https://spark.adobe.
com/page/omSLPoi58mUix/.
I learned about Kevin Morlock and
the Michigan carp fishing in the May issue
of The Angling Report and called him
immediately. I have been wanting to fish
for carp, but had never had the opportunity
before.
Kevin was, of course, booked for
the season, but later had a four-day
cancellation set for June 18–21 and I
took it. It was truly extraordinary. Since
Kevin offers only guide service for a daily
fee, I had to do some internet research
to get there and get accommodations.
Fortunately, Beaver Island is a summer
retreat and there is a lot of info on the
internet.
Getting there from Northern
California, however, took two days:
one flying all day from San Francisco
to Chicago and then to Traverse City,
plus a one-hour drive north to the town
of Charlevoix, where I spent the night,
and had the option to either fly or take
the ferry to Beaver Island the next day.
Kevin picked me up at 8 a.m. each day;
we had breakfast and purchased lunch at
the local deli. Then, we went in his boat
through the archipelago north from the
main island, poling through the flats and
sight-fishing for very large carp. There are
many smallmouth bass and midsize pike
in these waters, but I was after carp, so we
ignored all other species. The landscapes
were wonderful—large rookeries, many
different kinds of birds, large and small
islands, and crystalline water. It was
amazing.
Kevin is a wonderful man, a pleasant
companion, and a very knowledgeable
guide. Even though fishing for carp is
difficult—in my opinion—I had a ball!
You have to place the fly no more than
two feet from their noses. Plus, most often
you cannot see the fly when they inhale
August 2019

it, which makes it even more challenging,
and you have to know which fish you can
and cannot catch. There are cruising fish,
which are nearly impossible to attract,
and a few tailers, which are much easier
to catch.
I had dozens of opportunities to
cast to the fish, testing my (regretfully
not great) skills in speed, accuracy,
and sometimes distance. I lost at least
three large fish but was able to land an
18-pounder, two 25-pounders, and one
32-pound carp.
The local hotels and transportation
were good, but in late June, summer has
not started quite yet and these towns close
up at 9 p.m. I arrived in Charlevoix at 9:30
p.m. the first day and had a lot of difficulty
finding a place to have dinner. I spent
around $4,000, everything included, and
asked Kevin to rebook me for the same
days next year.
••••••
 Anglers who have been fishing
with Untamed Angling, famed for its
freshwater fishing programs in Bolivia
and Brazil, will be pleased to hear that the
company is going to operate an inshore
and offshore fishing program in Cuba
commencing in May 2020. Called El Faro
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Lodge, it will the first and only beachfront
fishing lodge in Cuba. We have all that
from Company CEO Marcelo Perez, who
told us by phone today that the remote
and pristine area he will be fishing is a
national park and biosphere reserve on the
Guanahacabibes Peninsula southwest of
Havana. To date, no operator has offered
fishing in this part of Cuba.
“The national park and biosphere
reserve we will be fishing have been
preserved for 40 years,” Perez says. “The
region is not only still wild and without
fishing pressure, but it is also home
to a unique mix of beaches, channels,
mangroves, flats, and bluewater, thereby
allowing anglers to take on different
waters and experiences each day.”
Species available will include all of
the usual flats species (bonefish, tarpon,
permit, jacks, and snook), as well as an
as yet undetermined number of offshore
species. Perez says early exploratory
fishing has yielded bonefish to eight
pounds and tarpon up to 80 pounds. “We
have also lost much larger tarpon,” Perez
says. As for permit, he says they have been
spotted on the flats and cast to without
success. He is confident there will be a
viable permit fishery.
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Perez says he will have six skiffs
as well as an offshore boat in place next
May. The hotel where clients will stay
has a capacity of 16, but present plans
call for keeping the number down to 12.
Clients will arrive at the hotel by bus from
Havana after a comfortable ride of just
over five hours. The cost for exploratory
trips next May, which are currently
planned to run for three months only, is
pegged at $5,550. At this writing, a day
before the official announcement of the
new lodge, Perez says his phone was
ringing with expressions of interest. You
can toss your hat in the ring for a trip by
contacting Untamed Angling at: info@
uangling.com.
••••••
 Our report last month on treble hooks
generated two responses. The first is from
William Bishop, who has this to say about
the matter: “You are absolutely spot on
with regard to treble hooks. I have lived in
Mexico for many years, and even though I
spend a lot of time fly fishing, when I fish
other methods, I always remove the treble
hooks and replace them with strong single
hooks identical to your photographs. The
only thing treble hooks are really good for

is snagging what we don’t want snagged.
I remain convinced that single hooks are
actually more effective than trebles in
terms of hooking and landing most fish.
And, as you point out, the fish damage
with trebles is incalculable. In closing,
I have to add that I feel the same way
about drifting a small nymph under a large
attractor fly. I have yet to determine the
distinction between this and worm fishing
because the hook almost always goes
deep into the throat of the fish and does
incalculable damage.”
The second response is from Bradley
West, who is far more concerned about
fishing with barbed hooks than treble
hooks. He writes: “Banning treble hooks
is not the only thing we need to do to
prevent damage to fish: We also need
to use only barbless hooks. I think they
should be mandatory for fly and gear
anglers alike. There are two powerful
reasons for pinching the barbs down: (1)
it makes it a lot easier to remove hooks
(even trebles), which reduces the amount
of time you have to keep a fish out of
the water and cuts down on injuries; and
(2) barbless hooks are safer to use. I fish
tropic Australia (the Deep North) for

barramundi using musky rods and lures
with three treble hooks. The guides insist
that no lure comes into the boat unless
they are barbless. Remote destinations
are no place to start monkeying around
with barbed hook removal, especially
when you consider that many accidental
hookings are to the face or head. You can’t
use the snatch technique to pop hooks out
of your head or face. The only argument
against fishing barbless is that hooks tend
to fall out more easily. Indeed, they do,
especially if you let slack develop in your
line. On the other hand, it’s actually easier
to set a barbless hook into fish with tough
mouths. As for trebles, they are indeed
less desirable in most situations than
single hooks. As noted in your article,
they cause more fish damage than singles,
and I agree that it makes sense most (but
not all) of the time to replace trebles
with singles. For example, at one point
I swapped all my trebles for singles on
lures I planned to use to troll for barracuda
when motoring between bonefish wading
spots. The fish threw so many of those
lures and poppers that I swapped back to
barbless trebles. Of course, I have stayed
with singles in other situations.”

OUTFITTER CRITIQUES

The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly
This section of The Angling Report is based entirely on subscriber-written Fishing Trip Report Forms. Our policy on these forms is to publish excerpts in the newsletter
of Angler Network Forms as received, without censorship. Agents, guides, lodge operators, and/or outfitters who disagree with any comments in this section are free
to submit a rebuttal. As a subscriber, you can help extend the reach of this program by filing a Fishing Trip Report Form yourself. You will find one online at www.
anglingreport.com, and clicking on File a Trip Report.

 Editor Note: Subscriber Frederick
Meine just filed this report via https://
www.anglingreport.com/file-a-trip-report/.
In it, he details a family trip to fish with
Ecuagringo in the Galapagos Islands.
This is the second report with Ecuagringo
in recent months, but this one focuses
more on a single day booked for general
marlin fishing and not the exploratory
grander marlin option from the June issue.
Frederick writes:
My family recently returned from a
weeklong trip to the Galapagos Islands,
which was the most spectacular family
trip we have ever taken. My 15-yearAugust 2019

old daughter likened it to living in an
aquarium for a week, and my 16-year-old
son simply said, “This is what heaven
must be like.”
We swam with sea lions every day,
snorkeled with penguins, sharks, rays,
and countless sea turtles, walked with the
giant tortoises and experienced the most
spectacular marlin fishing I could imagine.
Despite my wife’s accusations that
I plan family trips around fishing, when
I began planning our Galapagos trip
last winter, I had given no thought to
fishing while there. Only a few weeks
prior to leaving for the islands did I even
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consider the angling opportunities, and
a web search revealed Braden Escobar’s
Ecuagringo (https://www.ecuagringo.
com/), which advertised striped marlin
fishing out of San Cristobal and grander
blue and black marlin opportunities out of
the more western island, Isabela.
Braden’s website indicated that peak
striped marlin season was December to
May (with double-digit marlin common
during this period!), and our trip was
in June, but after exchanging emails, I
decided to book a day anyway. This is
a little out of the ordinary, as Braden
typically handles all the booking of one’s
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entire trip, but, given that it was the offseason, he was able to fit us in for just one
day. He also handled a snorkeling tour for
us the next day.
In retrospect, I wish I had come
across his services earlier in my planning,
as his ability to navigate the vagaries of
booking travel are amazing. Allowing him
to handle all of our travel plans would
have certainly decreased the number of
emails and expensive international phone
calls I exchanged with multiple hotels,
tour operators, and so on over the six
months prior to our trip!
I was pleasantly surprised when,
just a few days prior to our trip, I opened
The Angling Report and saw an article on
grander marlin fishing in the Galapagos
with Braden’s company. I read it with
interest as my anticipation grew. Still, I
had little expectation for the fishing, as
this was primarily a family vacation, not a
fishing trip.
Our trip to Ecuador was seamless,
with an overnight in Guayaquil at
the airport Holiday Inn, which was a
comfortable and safe introduction to this
wonderful country. I have never had an
easier, more comfortable international
travel experience, and this includes
multiple trips to Europe. An easy twohour flight the next day from the beautiful
and modern Guayaquil airport (my kids
asked why US airports couldn’t be this
nice) put us in Santa Cruz, where we spent
five days hiking with the giant tortoises,
photographing flamingos, hiking through
rookeries of thousands of blue-footed
boobies, and swimming with sea lions and
penguins.
The following day, we took the ferry
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to San Cristobal, which was the only real
“adventure” of the trip—24 passengers
and their luggage crammed into a 34-foot
sport fisher to make the 40-mile passage.
That said, it was a safe (relatively), dry
ride, and we disembarked in the beautiful
little port town in San Cristobal and made
our way two blocks to the Golden Bay
Hotel, which was stunning. The bar and
restaurant overlooked a beach covered
in sea lion mothers and their nursing
pups, and several of the sea lions made
their way to the bar each day to sleep in
the shade. Oftentimes, you had to detour
around a snoozing sea lion to make your
way into the restaurant.
The town itself is small and friendly,
with multiple restaurants that were good
and reasonably priced. Ecuador uses the
US dollar, so, other than getting used to
the proliferation of the US dollar coins,
which never quite caught on here in the
States, there is no currency exchange
issue. San Cristobal, like the rest of the
Galapagos, felt very safe. Our kids ran
around the town on their own, delighting
in exploring the town or playing with the
sea lions by themselves.
I remained a bit concerned about
the logistics of the trip, as I had only
corresponded by email with Braden, but
he assured me that I could relax, as he
had taken care of everything—and he had.
Our captain came by the hotel while we
were eating dinner to make a plan for the
next day, as did the tour operator for my
daughter’s and wife’s island bike ride and
snorkel trip.
The following morning, my son and I
walked one minute to the dock, where we
met our boat, which was a 35-foot sport
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fisher outfitted with triple outboards (a bit
odd in appearance but standard issue for
the Galapagos). The fishing is inside the
National Park waters, which are tightly
regulated, so, in addition to Braden’s
captain, Mike, and a mate, the party also
included a Galapagos boat captain and a
Galapagos Nature Guide (required on all
visits to the park). We headed offshore and
were fishing in about 90 minutes. The first
hour was slow, with one disinterested fish
in the baits, and I wondered if the entire
day would be the endless stare out the
back of the boat that is well known to all
billfishers. Captain Mike, though, assured
me that the bite would turn on quickly,
and was he ever right. We began seeing
huge numbers of birds—boobies and
frigates—as well as hundreds of dolphins
swimming around the boat. And the
marlin showed up too.
By the end of the day, we had
18 striped marlin in the baits and 10
strikes. We lost four at the boat and
released three, including a couple fish
pushing 300 pounds. It was, I thought, the
best billfishing I had ever experienced,
including several trips to Costa Rica for
sails. Captain Mike, though, thought it
was a relatively average day, and, in town
that night, we met the previous day’s
angler, who had raised 33 fish and landed
12!
We returned to the dock exhausted
and headed back to the hotel, detouring
around mama sea lions on the path, and
were met at the hotel by our tour operator
for the next day, who was talking with
my wife. Braden had arranged that tour
as well, which involved snorkeling and
hiking, and, as with everything else he set
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up, it ran seamlessly and perfectly.
Apparently, December and May are
the peak months, which also correlate
with flat seas. June is a shoulder month,
as the cooler currents, stronger winds, and
rougher seas begin to come. That said, we
had spectacular fishing and easy, fishable
seas. I do not know what later in the year
brings.
In summary, the Galapagos are a
must-do trip for any adventurous family—
it truly was the trip of a lifetime, and,
additionally, I can think of no better
fishing destination for non-fishing spouses
and families. Just as notably, though,
San Cristobal is truly a world-class
striped marlin destination that should be
considered as a fishing trip by anyone
who wants to catch these beautiful fish.
Getting there is not easy (or cheap) and
requires an overnight on either end on the
mainland in either Guayaquil or Quito,
but it is well worth the effort. If I were
planning a trip from scratch, I would fly
into the San Cristobal airport and fish
three days, staying at the Golden Bay. I
then would spend a couple more days on
that island, snorkeling and hiking, and

NEW ZEALAND

maybe even consider a tour to one of
the nearby uninhabited islands, perhaps
Española. With more time, I would add a
second island as well.
We spent time on Santa Cruz (where
the other airport is) and took two day trips
to uninhabited islands (North Seymour
and Bartolomé). Isabela, the other large
inhabited island, is also an option, though,
without flights from there back to the
mainland, visiting it requires a ferry in
both directions. I am sure Braden can set
up whatever you and your family desire.
As noted above, his attention to detail and
logistics was amazing.—Frederick Meine
••••••
 Editor Note: Remember last issue
when we said it had been over two years
since we had a report from Colombia?
Well, Juan D. Ordonez’s second report
this issue has officially broken the long
silence from the Republic of Colombia.
Dr. Ordonez’s report highlights a very
productive peacock bass fishery on the
Tomo River. Enjoy!
This was my second trip to fish the
Tomo River in Colombia, with the Afloat
Company, based in Medellin. Afloat,

Trout Fishing

which is owned and managed by a group
of young Colombians, is outfitted by Alex
Zapata, an outfitter out of Miami, who
told me about the Rio Tomo three years
back. The trip was excellent, the fishing
was very good, the accommodations
were very comfortable among the floating
cabins at a fixed camp, and the food
consisted of good local fare. The guides/
boatmen at this camp are local people who
know the river and lagoons well.
To get there, one has to fly to
Medellin Rionegro Airport, drive about
30 minutes to a small hotel in the city to
spend the night, and drive the next day
to a smaller airport to catch a smaller
charter plane, which flies for 90 minutes
to the town of Primavera, Colombia.
Once in Primavera, it’s time to grab lunch
and depart on a four- to five-hour drive
through open roads in the Colombian
eastern plains to the river. It’s not over
until you take the short (20 minutes or
less) trip by boat to camp.
The camp consists of five or six
floating cabins that can accommodate two
people per cabin. Each has an attached
bathroom and shower plus a large kitchen.

Stalking, and sight casting to large wild brown trout in crystal clear waters •
Award winning luxury lodge surrounded by 3 National parks and dozens of
rivers & streams • Heli-fishing into remote pristine wilderness a specialty.

See Angling Report Dec 2010 Vol 23 no.12 or send for our free DVD • info@stoneflylodge.co.nz • www.stoneflylodge.co.nz
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MONGOLIA, NEW ZELAND,NICARAGUA, SEYCHELLES, SLOVENIA,
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On the sandy beach nearby, there is a large
tent for meals and a few smaller tents
for the staff and guides. Fishing starts
at 7 a.m. after breakfast. There are two
fishermen and a guide assigned to fairly
large boats with powerful motors. The
fishing usually ends around 5 p.m. each
day.
There are long river stretches and
lagoons to be fished, and all parties fish
away from each other—only getting
together sometimes for lunch if they wish.
Half of the 10 or so guests were American
and the other half were Colombians or
Brazilians. Of these, about half were fly
fishermen; the others had regular tackle,

but single hooks are required.
I used 9-weight rods with
intermediate or sinking lines. Leaders
usually consisted of six to seven feet of
20-pound fluorocarbon. Flies consisted
of the usually colorful streamers thrown
to peacock bass. I landed around five to
seven fish per day, but hooked and lost
many more. Most fish were in the 6- to
10-pound range; however, I landed one
each of 15, 18, and 19 pounds, and other
fishermen landed at least two fish over 20
pounds during the course of the week.
The thing that is most important to
me, and the thing that keeps me going
back there each year (I am returning in

2020), is that two or three times during the
week, I unexpectedly hook fish so large
that they break the lines after pulling me
and the boat into the log jams along the
banks. There are larger fish in that river
than most, and they are not easy to land!
The trip home was a repetition
in reverse of the same flight pattern I
experienced on the way in. We felt well
cared for and safe all the way, and the
people from Afloat are knowledgeable
of the area and of Colombia at large.
We were all concerned that, since there
are no strong laws protecting the river in
Colombia, the fishery may not last. We
will see.

On the Radar
Angling Report subscribers are always looking for new opportunities and waters to explore. In this section, we will provide you with details for new and expanded
operations that are popping up on the international and domestic radar.
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hen I read the Garden &
Gun article about the South
Holston River in Tennessee
titled, The Other Montana, it piqued
my interest, but when my friend and
editor of Gray’s Sporting Journal,
Russ Lumpkin, called me and raved
about a six-hour float (a full-day float
cut short by bad weather) where he
and a friend caught around 100 fish
that were mostly wild brown trout,
and all caught on dry fly, that’s when
I knew that it must truly be special.
Could fishing on the South
Holston and Watauga Rivers really be
this good? I have heard rumblings of
great fishing on northeast Tennessee
tailwaters for years, but the recent
accolades from more notable names
and titles are really starting to speak
volumes. So, I recently spoke to
South Holston River Fly Shop guide
Josh McFadden to get to the heart of
what makes these tailwater fisheries
so distinct.
People talk about the South
Holston and Watauga Rivers in
regard to their great hatches. Do
you guide on both? What is the
difference in the fishing between
these two rivers, and could you talk
a little about the hatches?
Yes, we do. The Holston has a
August 2019

relatively low grade; this, coupled
with very cold flows results in good
habitat for sulfur hatches, which we
pretty much have here on a daily
basis for half of the year.
Water comes out of the South
Holston Lake at a consistent 48
degrees year round. The lake is
absurdly deep, and it gives us that
cold water that is ideal for these
sulfurs to hatch. Most places only
have sulfurs for a couple of weeks;

we get them for six months. There
are also some really epic spinner falls
that take place during low water in
the late evening about 30 minutes
before dark. If you can time it right,
and you’ve never experienced a big
spinner fall like that, it can be pretty
tremendous.
The Watauga is kind of the sister
river to the system. It actually starts
as a headwater in North Carolina
and flows into Watauga Lake, then
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just below the lake is the Wilbur
Reservoir and then we fish the section
of the Watauga that’s beneath that
reservoir.
Generally, the Watauga is more
freestone in nature and in the way
that it’s laid out. It’s really a great
spring fishery, with big caddis
hatches that start around April every
year, including large Grannom caddis
for a few weeks; then come the tan,
cinnamon, and black caddis hatches,
followed by mayflies coming off the
first few weeks of June. There are
also some sulfurs after that, but that’s
really it for hatches; until summer
rolls around, it becomes more of a
terrestrial fishery.
Like many tailwaters, brown
trout thrive in the South Holston,
but they are particularly prolific
here, right? Are there studies that
suggest how many fish there are per
mile?
All of our brown trout were
born here. There hasn’t been a single
stocked brown trout here in over 25
years, and they make up 80 percent
of the overall trout population. We’ve
heard different numbers over the
years, as it often varies, but the
highest population numbers we have
heard in recent years was around
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they usually project the CFS for our
rivers a couple days in advance, and
beyond that, we usually have a good
idea of what can be expected due to
general weather patterns and conditions.
We sort of live and die by the
generation schedule, but, based on what
we’re presented, we can always make
a decision for the day and still plan
on being successful. Some days, that
means going over to the Watauga, and
staying over there all day, or fishing
somewhere low water in the early
morning or fishing high water in the
evening. Whatever the conditions are,
we can accommodate.
Where is the shop located, and
could you talk about the logistics for
out-of-state clients? Are their local
accommodations and dining options?
The shop is in Bristol, Tennessee,

12,000 trout per mile.
It’s a whole bunch of fish, and the
water is super clear most days. There
are areas of the river where you are
sight-casting to fish, and you have to
present your flies in a way where the
fish can’t see you. If you get buck fever
at all, it can be a problem, because it’s
almost like a play-by-play. He’s coming
off the bottom. Here he comes. He’s
heading toward your fly. He’s almost
there. He’s opening his mouth! It’s
really exciting.
As a tailwater within the TVA
network, I assume that flows and
fishing can vary. Can people usually
plan trips in advance or is a lot of
the fishing at the mercy of release
schedules?
We have a pretty good idea the
night before (laughs). But seriously,

just a third of a mile from the weir dam
on the South Holston River. The shop
was started by father and son, Rod and
Matt Champion, and I’ve been with
them almost since the beginning.
As far as flights, lots of people
will fly into Knoxville or into TriCities Regional Airport. There are also
all sorts of accommodations. We’re
covered up with places to stay; there
are places on the river, there are cabins,
hotels, tons of VRBO type rentals, and
some hotels nearby. It really depends on
the type of experience that people want.
We can always help point people in the
direction of good places to stay and eat.
To l e a r n m o r e a b o u t t h e
South Holston River Fly Shop
and their services, go to http://
southholstonriverflyshop.com/index.
html.

Openings & Cancellations Index
This index is a service for Angling Report readers and a place for our advertisers and affiliated outfitters to promote last-minute openings, cancellations, events, or
special rates for upcoming trips. If you are interested in any of the options below, please contact the listed outfitter.

August 2019 Openings, Specials, &
Cancellations

p/p twin share.
• Stay 4 nights with 3 days guided fishing for only NZ$2900.00
p/p twin share
• Stay 5 nights with 3 days guided fishing for only NZ$3400.00
p/p twin share.
• Stay 7 nights with 5 days guided fishing for only NZ$5000.00
p/p twin share.
• Packages subject to availability and only valid for bookings
made for 14th October to 30th October 2019

Untamed Angling
(info@uangling.com)
Tsimane Lodge
• Secure / August 23 to 30 (1 spot)
Rio Marie
• 10/30 – 11/07 (1 spot)

Stay 5 nights, Pay for 4
• Get 1 day free accommodation and meals if you book for 5
nights or more.
• This package includes: 5 nights accommodation at Stonefly
Lodge, cooked breakfast and 4 course gourmet evening meal each
day, 3 days guided fly fishing, use of all fly fishing gear, waders,
boots, rods reels
• Cost: NZ$3600.00 per person on a twin / double share basis
• Valid dates: 14th October to 30th November 2019, 1st April to
30th April 2020

Pirarucú
• 09/07 – 09/13 (6 spots)
• 09/13 – 09/20 (1 spot)
• 09/23 – 09/29 (5 spots)
• 10/19 –10/27 (2 spots)
Kendjam
• 08/25 – 09/01 (1 spot) •09/0 – 09/08 (3 spots)
• 09/08 – 09/15 (3 spots)

Avalon, Cuba
(https://cubanfishingcenters.com/)

Stonefly Lodge, NZ
(www.stoneflylodge.co.nz)
•

Special Hot Deals For October 2019
Stay 3 nights with 2 days guided fishing for only NZ$2200.00
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Sept special for Cayo Cruz
• 6 days fishing + 7 Nights, (all inclusive Hotel) transfer
Camaguey Airport - Hotel Marina Spa Cayo Cruz - $ 2.499 per
angler (extra: $ 100 for marine park license, tips, and personal
expenses)
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